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.Faculty-student ratio
up from lasfyear, ,
down from the past
by Jim Chivers
The University News
BSU's faculty-student ratio for
1987is higher by 0.8 percent than for
the, previous year, according to a
report provided by Steve Schmidt of
BSU's University Research Center .•
In 1986, there were 18.3 students
for each faculty member, compared
to 1987's 19.1.Even with the increase,
the report indicates a decreasing
trend away from 1982's high of 20.2.
. The report shoivs full-time faculty dropped from 332 in 1986 to 322
in 1987 and the number of full-time
equivalent students increased from
7,066 in 1986 to 7,519.3 in 1987.
These factors both are partly responsible for the change in the facultystudent ratio.
.
Donald Canning of the research
center said the increase to 19.1brings
the ratio closer to the projected goal
of recent years, )9. He said he does

not know the current goal. He said
the higher ratio was good news for
BSU, because professors are servicing. more students, although higher
ratios bring a concern for the quality of education provided.
BSU's student-to-faculty ratio is
still higher than ISU's, at 15, the U
of I, at 15.4 and LCSC; at 14.9 for
1987. Canning said "we just don't
have the support," when compared
with the other schools. On average,
the report indicates BSU's ratio is 1.9
to 2.7 percent higher than the other
schools'.
.
Canning said the lower ratios of recent years can be attributed to a
decline in enrollment. According to
the registrar's report for 1987,the actual number of full- and part-time
students at BSU has fallen to a new'
low over the past IO years. In 1987,
there were 10,829students, compared.
with 1980's high of 13,889.

Ca ring for kids:
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Kindal Mason, an Elementary Education major, works wi;h Miri~m Bush.
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Child care may expand,
Studentsto march include infants in future
for higher ad funds
by Rik Fannon
The University News

by Steve F. Lyon
The University News
The ASBSU Senate is organizing
a march to the state capitol Feb. 29,
as part of the nationwide student lobbying day.
Students will gather in the quad on
the BSU campus at 11:30a.m. and,
march down Capitol Boulevard to a
.noon rally on the steps of-the Capitol
Building, where state legislators and
student senators will speak.
The timing of. the "March for
Higher Education" is crucial because
the Idaho Legislature currently is setting the fiscal year 1989 budget for
higher education. An appropriation
that is unfavorable to higher education could mean.higher student fees
or more crowded classrooms, ASBSU
LobbyistRandy Stolz said..
"The $106.5 million higher education budget circulating in the
legislature represents only about a six
percent increase .over last year, So
there's not much left after inflation,"
. Stolz said, addingthat he thinks the
state is "shooting herself in the foot
as far as economic development goes
by not supporting adequate higher
education funding."
The teaching and research that.
goes on at our colleges and universities is essential to creating jobs, and
state allocations provide seed money
for more lucrative private and federal
grants, Stolz said.
.
"Last year the state gave $230,000

- The BSU Child Care Center
may expand to care for infants in
the future, according to the
tenter's director, Janet McEvoy.: ,
Currently, the center only accepts children between two-and-a-half
and six years old.
McEvoy said the biggest factor
that would allow the center's expansion into infantcare is money.
- "The university has been carry-

to the BSU geology department for
a research project, and they went out
and got $181,000 from AT&Tancl$2
million from Shell. There is a
'snowball effect," he said. .
ASBSU Senator Renae Snider said
that "it is worth making the investment now in both public and higher
education in order to 'insure our
state's future."
She said that "everybody thinks
that thev can't make a difference, but'
they can if they'll take the initiative
and gel out there and show the
legislature that we-are serious, and a
lot of people are concerned."
"If you appreciate your education
as much as you should, then get out
there and march on the 29th because
this affects every single student," she
said.
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ing us all these years, and I think
we'll have to erase that debt before
any expansion, " she said.
The Child Care Center offers
an all-around developmental program for the children of BSU
students. faculty and staff; The
center operates during fall and
spring semesters and the teachers
employed there have two- or fouryear degrees in child development,
McEvoy said.
Fees for child care are based on
parents' incomes, and range

from $7.50-9.50 for a full day or
$5-6.50 for a half-day. The center
also holds periodical fund raisers
to help cover the costs of operations. In April, the center will
have a booth at the .Vo-Iech
"World's Largest Garage Sale"
fundraiser, McEvoy' said.
'ASBSU and Students for
Quality Child Care have been
strong supporters of the center,
McEvoy said.
-

Repairs, time, vandalism make
dorm maintenance difficult
by Stephen King
TI,e University News

inspections conducted by security
guards, who check buildings for
potential problems and, if necessary,
With, natural deterioration, major issue work orders; Minor damage
repairs looming in the future and such as broken windows or towel
nearly continuous incidents of van- racks are reported, and items deemdalism, maintenance of BSU's ed most important are fixed first.
residence halls has been in a "crisisDespite criticisms, Duhaime said
oriented" stage, according to Assis- he realizes that major projects can
tant Director of Stu dent Residential take up to three years to complete
Life David Boerl..
.
because of the red tape involved.
Despite the constant demand for
Boerl said that unless a major prorepairs to the halls, SRL director ject is a real emergency; "those jobs
Dick McKinnon said SRL does a do take many, many months to get
good job' meeting maintenance
accomplished, and that is assuming
needs. "We try to do preventive that the money is in place to do the
maintenance, and when we are aware jobin the first place."
of the problems, we try to solve
McKinnon said that, with major
them, ". he said.
repairs, from the moment a source 0 f"
Sue Adams, MorrisonHall's resi- funding is prepared by the Office of
dent director, said SRL does an ex- Public Works to the hiring of struccellent job of repairing- minor
tural engineers, who complete 'the
damage, such as broken locks or task, severalmonths are required. For
windows.
instance, by the 'time Chaffee Hall's
Morrison Hall Resident Adviser roofs are replaced this summer, the
Dave Duhaime, said that, within the project will have taken a year and a
last two years, SRL has responded half . and 'cost approximate-ly
more efficiently. to work ..orders $100,000.'..
.
generated by Morrison Hall needs.
McKinnon said finances are not
"I think that, with the budget that the only obstacle to major projects;
-they work with,:they do-really well," Hesaid attempting to schedule a maDuhaime said.
.
jor project' around, summer conThough
SRL
immediately
ferences- .and the. nine-month
responds to minor repairs; Duhaime academic year is difficult task, reo
said he feels that on major projects, quiring that SRL~~take a whole
the organization would benefit ifin- building down for several weeks."
specriorr programs
were imSince students occupy rooms durplemented. Routine inspections of -ing most of the year, repairs usually .
..the resident. halls- wOilld make are done in the summer. McKinnon
maintenance 'Crewsaware of poten- .'said the carpets in the halls are cleantialproblems,
.
ed t~ice a year, and public areas are
McKinnon said there currently are cleaned regularly. •

a

McKirinon said current SRL projects include remodeling Chaffee
Hall's rooms, which will cost
.$200,000. McKinnon said two-thirds
of the rooms already have been
remodeled, at a cost of $350,0'00.
Repairing the bathrooms in Morrison
and Driscoll halls could cost up to
$360,000; and projected changes, requiring new' fire and .safety equipment in all halls, will cost $1 million.
Besides the deterioriation of the,
residence halls, vandalism is a problem. Boerl said vandalism has not
changed noticeably since cooed
.dorms were'established three-and-ahalf years ago. He said. that the
presence of women has curbed male
irresponsibility.
McKinnon said the highest rate of
vandalism occurs in The Towers,
primarily because the furniture is
more susceptible to damage. Most of
the furniture in Chaffee Hall, for example, .is bolted to the ground.
McKinnon said a Vandal Stoppers
program Was implemented last .fall
semester,
Duhaime. said incidents of vandalism arc reduced by the proper
upkeep of a building. "I think by
keeping a building up. you do then
cut down on vandalism ... as soon as
you start letting things look bad, people start treating-it bad."
LanceHawkins, who'Iived in The
Towers for two years, said that, when
it was time to pay for damages, SR~s
billing decisions involved sexism.
"We got ripped off the latter half 0 r

See Dorms, page 2
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my stay in Towers. AU the men, not
women, got billed $7.50 for all the
damages that occurred in Towers;
Obviously there was some sort ofbias or sexism from the office of
-SRL."
. Boerl
said approximately
$70,000-80,000 annually is spent on
minor residence hall and apartment
'repairs. Boer! said some of that
money is generated from broken stu-

. dent contracts and forfeited money 'the department as far as our own
for room damages.
. efficiency."
McKinnon said there arc many .
Overall, Boer! said, most students
in the residence halls are satisfled SRL projects for the future. He said
with their stay. "We do a satisfaction there are plans to install double beds
survey during the school year which in the double rooms, replace the
indicates that students are satisfied, plastic drapes, install thermostats in
with that aspect as well 'as living at both. Morrison and Driscoll halls,
home. lam sure thatthereare also repair the heating system in Morrison,
some students that feel that we do Hall, install individually opening
. not respond as quickly as we should. mailboxes in the Towers, and equip
Frankly, we probably have some im- the halls with better fire and safety
. provernents that can be made within equipment.
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Senate approves
KBSU resolution
by Paul Bouffard

The University News
On Feb. 4 the ASBSU Senate
passed Senate Resolution 7; expressing dissatisfaction with the
changes in the operation and administration of KBSU which occurred in 1986.The senate also is
calling for the station's $2-persemester dedicated fee to be
rescinded. Sen. Randy Yadon,
who introduced the resolution,
said that' the station
has
deteriorated and that programming decisions have been taken
away from the station's student
employees.
. Also On Feb. 4, Senate Resolu-

Rent
Washer & Dryer
$35.00 per month and up

tion 4, which supports enforcements of parking violations
on campus from 4 p.m, to 10 p.m.
passed. The- resolution supports
enforcement of parking violations
in fire lanes, handicapped parking spaces and traffic lanes.
In other senate business, Fritz
Sharar was appointed ASBSU
lobbyist.
.
On Feb. 18, the senate passed
senate bill 37, allocating $3,481.27
for the purchase of a marquis to
. be placed on the SPEC to advertise and promote activities sponsored by ASBSU.
Joe Moore was appointed executive assistant to ASBSU President Perry Waddell.
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W ear an d tear: Paint peels on a wall. SRL spends $70,000-80,000 on minor repairs each year.

Sliced New York Steak with
mushrooms, onions, tomatoes,
green peppers, and cheese on a
sourdough bun. '
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National News/

Grants may vanish or dwindle
CPS-Peil
grant checks for
To solve the problem, the depart-·
millions of students during the ment said it will either shave $31 off
1988-89school year may.get smaller, every Pell Grant recipient's check
orvanish entirely, US. Department
next year, or cut as much as $400
Education representatives said at from "least needy" students so the
colleges 'around the country.
"most needy" students could get the
As many as 53,000 low-income full $2,200.
students could lose their Pell Grants
The letter said the department was
while 1.2 million students could get ... giving Congress until April 30 to
smaller grants next year because the come up with more money, or it
government is about $99 million would start cutting "least needy"
short in its grant budget, the ad- students from next year's PClIGrant
ministration said.
roles.
In a Feb. I "Dear Colleague" let"They're telling us that if we don't
ter to campuses, education departdo something, they'll do something
ment officials blamed Congress for harmful," according to Gray Garthe shortfall, saying it raised the max- wood, chief aide of the House
imum Pell Giant to $2,200 for 1988 Postsecondary Education Subcomwithout appropriating
enough
mittel'.
money to give students that much
Garwood said he doubts Congress
more.
could meet the deadline, which the

of

education department has said is
necessary because it must establish .
final Pell Grant payment schedules
by •April 3D, and questions the
department's numbers.
Congress, depending on a Congressional Budget Office estimate,
budgeted $4.41 billion to give out in
Pell Grants for the 1988-89 school
year, Garwood said.
But education
department
representatives.
using differen t
estimates, said they think the department will have to give out $4.5 billion
in Pell Grants.
CBO estimates, according to
Charles Saunders. of the American
Council on Education; have proven
more accurate in the past.

Bennett: Colleges trash Plato.

-cps-us.

Secretary of Education
William Bennett, long-time critic of
what and how colleges teach
students, blasted campuses last week
for approving faculty "trashing of
Plato and Shakespeare" in favor of
trendy courses that he said do not do
students any good.
Speaking to the convention of the
National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, a group
representing
private campuses
around the US., Bennett said "the
serious voices are being drowned out
by the -trendy lightweights in our
midst."
Many of the campus presidents,
assembled to hear the speech, were
angered.
"It wouldn!t be a college," according to George Drake, president of
Grinnell College in Iowa, "unlesswe
provided an arena where nonsense
could be spoken, debated and, con-

ceivably, refuted."
American University President
Richard Berendzen, while conceding
many schools leaven their curricula
with nonclassical courses and that
not all campus teachers always are
erudite, said, "there are even a few
government officials who say foolish
things. I think I heard one this
morning."
Pomona College in California offers "Principles and Practice of
Pagan Magick,"
taught by a
witch. One of the most popular
courses at the University of Alabama
was "Home Brewing World Class
Beer," until state Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board shut it down last year
because it violated a Prohibition-era
statute about home-brewing beer and
wine.
In 1985, the University of New
Haven offered "Introduction
to
Nuclear Weapons," a do-it-yourself

course on how to build a nuclear
bomb. Cuyahoga Community College in Ohio is the place to be for
aspiring disco owners, with classes on
how to make it in the nightclub
business, covering everything from
lighting, sound and video to
marketing.
San Francisco State offers "The
Bay Area Music Industry
in
Historical Perspective," a review of
the Grateful
Dead, Jefferson
Airplane and Blue Cheer.
But perhaps the class most likely
to inspire Bennett's ire is offered
through the University of Missouri's
Adult Extension Program. "Advanced Class Cutting for the OverCommitted" guarantees no bells, no
grades, no class~Thecourse description advises students, "put it on your
calendar and don't go."
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Ri~hard Hilrt. dea~of the BSUCollege. of Education, has been
elected president of the .Ieacher Education Council ofState Colleges
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Start yourfuture
on a healthy beat.
As a. registered nurse

620 W. IDAHO
336-2255
Open Wednesday-Sunday

Many exciting opportunities exist in today's job market for registered nurses.
If you have:
.
• a high school diploma or the equivalent.
.
• the desire and dedication to pursue a career in the fast-paced and unique
world of health care.
Then we urge you to consider a career in the challenging and compassionate field
of nursing. Enroll now for the faU in one of the nursing programs at Boise State
University.

Accept the challenge
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rr WEDNESDAY NIGHTS' m~f

Find out more about nursing .
and other health professions
Attend a reception with representatives
from the programs at Boise State .

~~~IjARE LADIES' NIGHTS! 1~jI[
I

February 22,.7 p.m.
North Star Room
Red Lion Riverside, Boise

L.ad.ies9£}t in for free

. -

SHOWS _.

Wed., Thur., Sun ...... 8:00
Fri. & Sat. - 8:00 & 10:00

---or----February 23, 7 p.m.
. BS~ canyon County Division
2407 Caldwell Blvd., Nampa

College of Health Sciences
1910 University Drive .
Boise, ID 83725

Contact the nursing department
at 385-3907 for more information
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Students" and research needed
for quality education at BSU
BSU's role as a university is in flux. Some confusion should be expected as it
moves from being almost completely teaching-oriented
to being highly researchoriented. The transition is not an easy one to make, and mistakes will be natural.
One mistake we are afraid may be in the immediate offing is that of neglecting
students and teaching for research.
•
According to Donald Canning of BSU's University Research Center, having a
"higher ratio of students per faculty member is good, because faculty are servicing
more students, although the higher ratio brings concern for the quality of education. In much the same way, it could be said that a higher ratio of husbands per
wife would allow each woman to service more husbands, although some people
might be concerned about the quality of the marriages in question.
We are notespousing either multiple marriages or academic monogamy, but the
view implied by Canning's statement, that the more students a professor has to
handle, the better, is on a par with such ideas.
Of course, BSU cannot affordto have a private tutor for every subject each student takes. But neither is education an assembly-line affair. The idea of faculty
"servicing" students ell masse brings to our minds the image of an in-and-out lube
joint with a line of automobiles strung out endlessly, awaiting their turns.
'
We are, as we have said, in favor of faculty doing research. In fact, we think
the faculty should have time enough free and money enough available to do significant, original research and publish the results.
But not at the cost of the students.
If increased research means BSU will become yet another university with no room
for undergraduates and no faculty time available to students, then the administration will have missed the boat. If Plato'sldea
of the dialogue as the best method
of learning is accepted, even in part, surely it is foolish to turn every class into
one requiring a lecture hall and a stentorian professor with a microphone. Certainly, some classes must be taught this" way, but to condone the idea that students
should sit like sheep in groups of hundreds and listen unquestioningly
to what is
handed down, with no time allowed them for questions, comments or exploration
of ideas, is to condone the idea of armchair education.
BSU's administration would have missed the boat by choosing such classes, but
how much more would the legislature have fouled up by forcing the administration
to make the choice between research and students.
Students do not bring prestige. Students do not attract large groups of future
students. Students are not the number one incentive for community involvement
and the money it brings. Students do not result in large research grants. Students
alone do not attract great researchers.
On the other hand, research is not the work-force of tomorrow. Research may
add to humanity's knowledge, but it will never have human insight. Research itself
will not produce the researchers of tomorrow. Research is designed to better people, not control them. Research does not participate in anything. It is a tool.
Students are human beings who seek knowledge, particpate in the processes
around them and will use the tool of research in their lives' work after graduation.
We urge the legislature and the State Board of Education never to lose sight of
those facts, never to forget the students and never to make the university administrators in this state choose between paying teachers and paying researchers,
between having faculty there for students and having faculty there for research.
Both are important. Only adequate funding for both will give Idaho an educational system worth having.
Likewise, we urge the administrators not to forget the students in their search
for knowledge and the good things it brings. Students, too, are looking for
knowledge and students, if properly taught, will contribute to their professors'
original research today as well as doing their own tommorrow.
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by Steve F. Lyon

As I See It

The only hero around
lately is a .sandwlch
Where do we tum to find our heroes in the
'80s? Where should we look in order to find
someone who embodies the best of humanistic
attributes: Honor, compassion and unselfish
service to the betterment of all? Yes, few and
far between are the Mother Theresas, but why,
out of a population of millions, is it so hard
to think of a dozen?
• When we start purposely trying to name
names, picture faces, it becomes startingly obvious that we cannot loak to the administrationof this country for heroes, with the
Reagan' administration producing very few
charitable personalities-unless your idea of
a hero is an allegedly corrupt group of
schemers, aka Ed Meese and a junket of
others.
Does a financial manipulator warrant
herohood? Is an Ivan Boesky someone we
would want to emulate? I'm sure more than
a few admire his screwing of the system for
enormous personal gain, but greed is hardly
an acceptable attribute, hardly the criteria for

sainthood.
Do we tum to sports? Sure, a few celebrities
are produced in the arena of sports,but only
for a few fleeting seconds on the television
screen. Sometimes, they're good role' models
for kids; when they use drugs, not such good
role models.
'
If not in the national public eye, where can
we find our heroes? Are they driving buses,
laying bricks on construction projects, or is the
whole goofy idea just Norman Rockwell
riostaglia schlock from the 50's? Perhaps peopie are just cynical realists, and rio hero stands
up to that kind of scrutiny without a little
idealism, a little imagination to airbrush over
mortal flaws.
Is Oliver North a hero? Some say yes,
although circumventing our legislative branch
to support a group of mercenaries by selling
guns seems hardly an honorable profession.
Heroes. Anymore, it seems they are hard to
come by.

letters Policy----'-----Letters to the editor should be' typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words.
Letters must be signed and a telephone
number provided for our verification
procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation, length and libelous or offensive content.
The editorial staff at The University Nell's,
agrees with the USSPA Code of Ethics.
Among the provisions of the code are:
"Freedom of expression and debate by means
of a free and vigorous student press is essential to the effectiveness of an educational
community in a democratic society."

"The student press must provide an open
forum for unfettered expression of opinion, .
including, those opinions differing from
editorial policy."
"It is the responsibility of the student press
to maintain the highest degree of accuracy,
and must not misrepresent the opinions or
actions of individuals or groups. The
freedom of the student press must not be
abridged by confiscation of issues or
facilities, suspension
of publication,
academic, personal or financial sanctions, arbitrary removal of staff members, or threats
of these actions."
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Circle K develops
leadership, renders.
comm unityservice

Do you feel that BSU's library is adequate?
Should the library's hours
. be increased?
,

'

by Roddy

Glasby

The University News

Jill Guyer'

Mike Ferron
Business Managment

Undeclared

."Not really in a position to say. It's
lame compared to other universities.
During finals week, yes. Other than
that, probably not." .

Tony Keife
Political Science'

The BSU Circle K International
Club meets the personal needs of
students through quality leadership, rewarding service and friendship, according to BSU CKI Vice
President Robert Burmeister.
"This club is instrumental
for
those students who want to help
shape the future by developing
leadership qualities and rendering
their services to the community,"
Burmeister said.
BSU Circle K has just completed a project dealing with
Boise's Ronald McDonald House
as part of an international effort,
he said. "Our adamant ways of
getting projects started and completed has brought us two awards
over the past couple of years."
BSU CKI projects in recent
years include building the Idaho
Botanical Garden and aiding the
Big Brother/Big Sister program,
the March of Dimes, Nampa State
School and the Idaho Hunger Action Council, he said.
. Burmeister said, "when other
clubs want things done ... they
. turn to us. Another aspect of our
clubis that we get to work with
prominent
figures
in
the
community."
"Right now we are in the process of raising money so our club
can attend the annual CKI International Convention in Orlando,
Florida. At these conventions we
learn new leadership skills and additional methods to resolve prob-

Leo Cing
Education

major

"No. I don't know, because they are
, adequate for my time. ;. maybe on
Sunday. "

Laney Rudd

"I don't know. OK, I guess. I think
they are fine except on Sunday."

, Greg Parker
Biology

. History

"For me it is. No, they are fine for
me.'

5
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"Well I'm a sophomore, see ... it has
been adequate for me."

--:-

"Certain parts of it are. I think they
are pretty good the way they are."

Photos by Mark Jones

lems that surface as we tackle
unfamiliar projects," Burmeister
said.
"The key to success is often
who you know as opposed to
what you know. In the CKI, you
get both experiences. " Burmeister
said he urges students who wish
to get actively involved in .their
lives and to have fun in the process, to sit in on one of their
meetings which are held Tuesday
nights at 6:15 p.m. in the Student
Union Clearwater Room.
Many employers recognize the
significance
of the club when
former members apply for jobs,
he said.
Originally, the CKI began as a
Greek fraternity house in 1947 at
Washington
State College. The
organization gradually became a
non-Greek service club, he said.
he said.
The BSU Circle K was founded in 1965 as a service club spon.sored by the Kiwanis. In the early 1970s, interest in the club waned, Burmeister said.
It was not until 1983 that the
club was rekindled by concern felt
by some students, since Circle K
was one of the few groups that
had a purpose throughout
the
years, he said.
"It is with this feeling of integrity that has kept the club going," Burmeister said. "One of
the advantages of belonging to the
:Iub is being able to apply the in, angible knowledge we learn in
I he
classrooms
to real life
situations. "

Win Free Tickets & Dinner with
Timothy Leary In B' oise:
e'.

e

,

March 10, 1988
8:00 pm

Special Events Center
Enter the Summer

of Love Essay Contest

500 words or less - typed, double spaced on:
If the motto oj the '1960's was 'Turri On, ThneJn, DropOut',
What is the motto ojthe 1980's?
Pick up an entry form at the Student Activities Offltce.

DeadUne: March 1, 1988-Noon

Essays need to be turned in to the Student Activities Office
2nd floor Student Union Bldg.
Winners willreceive 2 tickets tothelecture anda dinner with Timothy Leary .
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Concerto competition, featuring· the BSU Community Orchestra, SPEC, 8 p.m., admission is $4 for the general
public, $2 for senior citizens
and children, and. free to all
BSU students.
SPB film; The Watermelon
Man, Student
Union Ada
Lounge,7 p.m., free to all BSU
students with an activity card,
$1 for faculty and staff, and
$2.50 for the general public.

26

The Nylons, Morrison Center, 8
p.rn., tickets are $15.50 and $13.
BSU Faculty Artist Series,Don
Oakes, organ; John. Baldwin,
percussion,
Hemingway
Center, 8 p.m., general admission is $4, $2 for senior
citizens, and free to all BSU
faculty, staff and students.
SPB film, Breaker Morant, Student Union Ada Lounge, 7 p.m.
Strategies
for
success
workshop, "Leadership and
Team Building," Student Union
Nez Perce Room, 8 a.m-s p.m.,
preregistration fees are $50 for
single registration and $45 for
each member of a group of
four or more people from the
same agency or organization.

23

Faculty
Recital,
Joseph
Baldassare and Linda Zaerr,
medieval stories and music,
Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8
p.m., admission is $4 for the
general public, $2 for senior
citizens, and free for BSU staff,
students, and faculty.

24

BSU Theatre Arts, The Lady's
Not For Burning, through Feb.
28, Morrison Center Stage II,
8:15 p.m., tickets are $6 for
general admission, $4 for
seniors and children, and free
to BSU students.
SPB film, A Soldier's Story,
Student Union Ada Lounge,
3:15 p.m.
Free tax form assistance by
IRS and Beta Alpha Psi for lowincome 'and elderly people,
Room 215, Business Building,
7·9 p.m.
Aikido Club's .John Denver
Video, An Evening of Choices
-tor the Future, Student Union,
free, donations are requested.

Idaho Invitational HlqhSchool
Theater Festival, BSU theater
arts department, lectures and
workshops all day in Morrison
Center, SPEC and Student
Union; . performance of Rat·
tlesnake in a Cooler by Mark
Medoff and Jerry Cotton in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall at
8:15 p.m. and Feb. 26 at 1 p.m.

.----....... ----- ---•

in the SPEC; Medoffaddress,
"Adios,
Old West," Hemingway . Western
Studies'
Center, 7-8 p.m., both events
are free.
Men's basketball,
Eastern
Washington University vs. BSU, .
7:30 p.rn., Pavilion.

.-

--

Flaming Lips to unleash II

2

Boise Philharmonic, The Utah
Symphony, conductor Joseph
Silverstein, through Feb. 28,
Morrison Center, 8:15 p.m.,
tickets are $7·19.50.
Idaho Theatre for Youth, The
Nightingale,
BSU Reading
Center, 11 a.m., tickets are
$2.50 plus tax.
Idaho Teathre for Youth, Puss
'n Boots, BSU Reading Center,
2 p.m., tickets $2.50 plus tax.
Men's basketball, University of
Nevada-Reno vs BSU, Pavilion,"
7:30 p.rn,

World Wrestling Federation,
Pavilion, 7:30 p.rn., tickets $13,
$11 and $9.
Luther Hartshorn exhibit, Student Union Boisean Lounge,
through March 19, free.
SPB film, 'Gallipoli, SPEC, 7'
P{Tl.

..... ---------------

OnStag ......
e

_

Angeli's-rhe
New· Billy Braun Band, Feb. 24.27.
Bouquel-FM
97 New Band Night, Feb. 22; Methods of Dance, Feb. 23.27.
B.rass Lamp-The Melting, Feb. 26;27.
.
Broadway Bar-City limits, Feb. 26.27.
Cassady's-Ooreef)
Robinson, Feb. 22·23, 25. 27; Lee Carey, Feb. 24, 26.
Crazy Horse-Crazy Horse Jams, Feb. 28.
.
>
Dino's-Kry, Feb. 22·27.
D.J:s-New
Band Night, Feb. 22, Uninvited, Feb. 23.28.
Flicks-Kevin
Kirk, Feb. 28.
Hannah's- Targa, Feb. 23·27.
HI·Ho Club-Winewood,
Feb. 22-27.
Jake's-John
Cooper, Feb. 26·27.
L_ock,Slock & Barrel-Rob Harding, Feb. 23; Rob Harding and Dave Young, Feb.
24-27; Bluegrass.Jam, Feb. 28.
Nendel's-Prime
Time, Feb. 24·27.
'
Pengilly's- Tauge and Faulkner, Feb. 24·27.
Ranch Club-Curly
with Alias, Feb. 22.27.
-Red Lion Downlowner-Flying
Colors, Feb. 23-27.
Red Lion Riverside-The Trio Band, Feb. 23-27.
The River-Young Americans, Feb. 22.27.
Salt & Pepper's C'esl La Vie-J-105 Rock 'n Roll Night, Feb. 24; Sail and Pepper,
Feb. 25·27.
.
.
Sandpiper-Steve
Eaton, Feb-.24·27.
Shorty's-Sundance,
Feb. 22; Idaho the Band, Feb. 23·27; Alive & Pickln; Feb. 28.
Sunshine Saloon-IT.
Miller Band, Feb. 22-27.
.
Tom Gralney's-John
Hansen Acoustic Jam, Feb. 22; Mystics; Feb. 22.25.
Turf Club-Larry Walker Band, Feb. 22.27.
The Zoo-:-Redstone, Feb. 23·27.

Professors
stage night
of medieval
entertalnment
BSU professors
Joseph
Baldassarre and Linda Zaerr will
present an evening of medieval
'stories and music Feb. 23 at 8
...1 prn. in the Morrison
Center
Recital Hall.
Baldassarre will add lute ac·
companiment to authentic 14th. century stories' told by Zaerr.
The duo will be assisted by BSU
music student vocalists Mark
Stachofsky and Tanya Seibert.
Sir
Degrevant,
'
Walter's
Music
Lesson
and .' The
Cursed Dancers
of
Colbek
. will
be
featured.
General admission
to the recital is $4 with
senior citizens admitted for $2 and. no
charge to BSU staff,
students and facutly.

Concerto featured in
The BSU Community Orchestra,
conducted by Pro- ~
fessor
Michael
Samball, will present its annualconcerto concert on
Feb 22 at 8 p.m. in
the SPEC.
Violinist Lesley
Harrison, a junior
performance major
and memberof the
BoisePhilharmonic,
. will be the featured
soloist. Harrison,
who was chosen by
.
a panel of judges from the Boise
.music communityto representexcel-
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their own brand' of music
The freakout is here!
Entertainment-starved locals
will havethe rare opportunity
to witness the undefineable,
yet totally cool; sounds of The
Flaming Lips, when they
make a stop at the Boquet
Bar, Feb. 28.
Residing
in Norman,
Oklahoma, The Flaming Lips
have placed several hits on
college radio playlists, including Man From Pakistan,
Godsilla Flick and Charlie
Manson Blues. Their latest
release 017 My Gawd is on
Pink Dust Records.
.
The Lips will appear at the
.Boquet, Sunday, Feb. 28 at
9:30 p.m.The cost is $4 atthe
door. Methods of Dance will
be opening for the Lips.

:.'.~

WWF comes to town
The World Wrestling Federation will be in action
in the Pavilion Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m.
.
The main event of the night will be a grudge tagteam match featuring Hulk Hogan and Bam Bam
Bigelow vs. The Million Dollar Man;Ted Diabiase,
and Virgil with Andre The Giant in their corner .
Other matches set are The Ultimate Warrior vs. Hercutes: Billy Jack Haynes and Ken Patera vs. The
Demolitions, the Jumping Bomb Angels vs. The
Glamour Girls; and Brady Boone vs. Outlaw Ron
Bass.
Tickets are $13, $11 and $9.

Good flicks on tap as SPB pulls out all the stops

Festival features
- cowboy theme

;

lence among music.
majors at BSU, will
perform Mozart's
Violin Concerto in D
Major.
The orchestra will
present works 'by
Mendelssohn,
Williams, stravln-.'
sky and Brahms.
General adrnlssion to the concert
is $-4 with senior
citizens admitted
for $2 and no
charge
to BSU
students, staff or

The theme for this
year's high school theater
festival at BSU will be
"America's
Cowboy:
Dramatic Images."
The festival will feature
Texas actor and director
. Jerry Cotton's performance of Frank South's
one-mart play Rattlesnake
in a Cooler. The play is a
portrayal of a young doc-

;ulty.

tor's' "cuttin' and running'" from the bonds of
marriage and a pratlce in
Kentucky to go West and
be a rodeo cowboy. The
performances are Feb. 25
at 8:15 p.m. in the Morrison Center Recital' Hall
and Feb.26 at 1 p.m. in the
SPEC.

The Watermelon Man, A Soldier's Story, Breaker
Morant and Gallipoli will be the SPB films on tap this
week.
The Watermelon Man is about how a bigoted white
insurance salesman awakens as a black man, producing dramatic change to more than just the color of his
skin. A Soldier's Story is an intense, exhilarating,
suspenseful movie that is, on the surface, an investigation into murder. Underneath that, though, it is an lnvestigation into the heart-wrenching and familiar question of how a black man lives in a white society.
Breaker Morant is director Bruce Beresford's true
story of war, politics and humanity in which England
court-rnartlals three Australian soldiers for murdering

Boer prjsoners of war and denies that the soldiers were
acting on British orders. Director's Peter Weir's celebration of Australian innocence and courage during World
War I, Gsltipoti, is a powerful story of the 1915 assault
by Australian troops on the Turkish-held territories.
The Watermelon Man will be shown on Feb. 22 in the
Student Union Ada Lounge at 7 p.m. A Soldier's Story
also will be shown in the Ada Lounge on Feb. 24 at 3:15
p.m. Breaker Morant will play in the Ada Lounge on Feb.
26 at 7 p.m. Gallipoli will be played in the SPEC at 7 p.m.
Admission to all SPB films is free to BSU students
with an activity card, $1 for faculty and staff and $2.50
for the general public.

High-spirited comedy
comes to life'
The BSU theater arts department will bring
Christopher
Fry's hlqh-splrlted comedy The
Lady's Not for Burning to Stage II of the Morrison Center Feb. 24-27 and March 2·5.
The performance
replaces .the previously
scheduled production
of Laronde.
Fry's play is set in 15th·century Englandand
tells the story of a discharged soldier who
comes to a small town, confesses to a murderand demands to be hanged. At the same time,
a young woman is accused of Witchcraft, but
does not want to die. The soldier tries to convince the mayor that it is unreasonable
to
refuse a man who wishes to be nanqedwhlte
planning to kill a guiltless young woman.
Tickets are $6 for general admission,.$4 for
seniors and children and free to BSU students.
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We are et! 'deviants" ,

;t-Illchcock .album -trl PPY,poP,

but not 'his ,beste,fforl

RICOHDS
r
by Steve Fnrneman '

The University News
"Beneath our civilized glazing, we
'are all deviants, all alone, and all
peculiar,"
contends Robyn Hitch, 'cock in his "Manifesto" on the sleeve
of his ninth disc, Globe of Frogs.
Hitchcock has indeed, been a deviant and deviantly peculiar since his
days with. latec'70s
psychedelic
revivalists the SoftBoys, His style of
pop blends the daft, trippy lyrical
jumpiness of eccentrics like Captain
Beefheart and Syd Barrett with the
infectious
choruses and pop harmonies of the Beatles and comes out
to be something quite original. Making his major label debut (on A&M)
with Globe of Frogs, Hitchcock retains his knack for catchy singalongs
and bizarre fun that possibly could
save listeners the trip to pick wild
mushrooms in the countryside.

/'

Backed by his versatile Egyptians
(Andy Metcalfe and Morris Windsor), Hitchcock
is completely immersed
in his fascination
with
everything organic. Images of shapes
becoming animals, pig scales, devil
masks, feathers, flesh, more flesh and
fish eating flesh off their fingers are
. freakfully found throughout.
" The .swinging
"Tropical Flesh
Mandala" superbly starts the album
in high gear with its exotic vistas and
Hitchcock's spoken deliveryThe
fun
continues through the inescapably
catchy "Vibrating'! and into the bassheavy groove of the album's first
single "Balloon Man."
A deserving single, "Balloon Man"
exemplifies Hitchcock's oddball deviance. "He wasround and flat and
spherical with the biggest grin I've
ever seen/He bounced on up toward
me but before we could be introduced/He blew up very suddenly, I guess
his name was probably Bruce," Hitchcock
describes
before
choral
couplets where "it rained like a slow
divorce/and
I wished I could ride a
horse. "
The beautiful,
dirge-like ballad
"Luminous
Rose" follows, with a
lithely floating accordian making it

a wonderful cerebral journey.
Side two' is highlighted
by
"Chinese
Bones"
and
"Flesh
Number
One '(Beatie
Dennis),"
which feature Hitchcock's great toylike piano embellishments
on the
formenan early-R.E.M.-ish I2-string
guitar
from Peter
Buck
(who
reportedly will play guitar on Hitchcock and the Egyptians' upcoming
American tour) on, both cuts' and
harmony vocals from Glenn Tilbrook
(of Squeeze) on the latter.
Although generally better than the
uneven
1986 release Element of
Light, Globe' of Frogs does. have
moments where the organic becomes
overwrought and the imagery slightly .out of focus. The album' also
doesn't quite have the immediacy and
brilliantly diverse songwriting' that
made the accoustlc 1984 release I
Often Dream of Trains and 1985's
Febmania!Hitchcock's best work to
date.
Globe of. Frogs will serve to
broaden the appeal of this college
radio guru, though. As he says,
"loosen your spine, bury your television and welcome to a globe of
frogs ..:'
GRADE: B'

Re;vers new album indic'ates productive future,
by Wan Birt

The University News
In 1985, amid the blues-infested
jungles of Austin, Tex., a fledgling
band of considerable merit and verve
sprang forth. Zietgeist expounded on
the ringing-guitar.movement with the
best layered, opposite-gender
vocals
since those of X, and the result was
that year's
Translate Slowly, a
sometimes subtle and' particularly

urgent album that delineated their
heady substance.
'
Now, nearly three years, one infant
and a name change later, The Reivers
(the resulting moniker of their twoyear contemplation, the namesake of
which is a William Faulkner novel)
have released
their
sophomore
album, Saturday.'
Side one commences with high
energy and the funk-tinged "What
Am I Doing," a song with sporadic

IDEEXCITEMENT
IS ON THE
MO'VEI'
mORE mo'/\ES
....

---,

by Phil De Angeli

The University News

" oday, Video Excitement
01the Western Stale's
lastest growing chains of
Video stores With stores
throughout Montana, Idaho,
Arizona and Utah, Video
Excitement has grown •
through a commitment
to excellence in customer service, video
selection, allractive
and convenient
localions and
well·trained
\
personnel.
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tempo fits and starts, and sweet, ringing feedback.
"A Test" churns
rigorously, and' probably best suits
the liquid, monotone voice of singer/
guitarist/songwriter
John Croslin.
The lilting cut on this album is
"Electra,"
a song which uses the
acoustic guitar that was brought to
fruition so well on Translate Slowly.
The lyrics paint a vivid, panoramic
picture
of remembrance:
"From
sober to sultry/I've got you' on my
mind in all soft talking time/In waste
lands of romans/into
a mystic blue

The backdrop of acoustic-electric interplay provides a profound foundation for the wedge-like quality of
'these songs.
This album is indicative of a solid,
workmanlike effort from The Reivers
and explicitly shows their readiness
forproductive years ahead. Productive, that is, if they don't discover that
someone else has the rights to their
name (or they may have to call
themselves the ''As I Lay Dyings"),
or Longacre decides against having
any
more
sabbatical-inducing
children, at least for a year or two.
In Iieuof these unforseeable events,
I'm sure Faulkner will not be turning in his grave.
GRADE:B

'-Baby' most adult- Hughes effort

IS one

r--gg;jo,,\E \

HICDHDS

remembering names of you/Electra
I know its you because there's music
biding all your time/I've got you on
my mind."
"In Your Eyes" weaves 'through
The Reivers' indigenous vocal territory,
with singer/guitarist
Kim
Longacre largely supplying its beauty with the best voice in the band.
"Karate
Party"
is a harried
instrumental
with a cheap, shouting
perusement
of Van Halen's "Ain't
Talking 'Bout Love'!-a far cry from
the infectuous
"Hill
Country
Theme" on Translate Slowly.
Side two loses a smattering of impact with the burying of a few
melodies beneath some heavy production. The two notable exceptions
are "Baby" and the title cut, "Saturday," in"which Longacre explores the
ever-expanding
limits of her voice.

She's Having a Baby. the latest
growing-up film from director John
Hughes, is a leap forward for the
man who brought us The Breakfast
Club and Sixteen Candles. Here,
Hughes gives us a movie for adults,
or at least one for people considering becoming adults.

--e--MDVIIS

The film is, about Jake Briggs,
played by Kevin Bacon, and is told
from hisperspectivc.
He marries
Kristi,
played
by
Elizabeth
McGovern,
despite his standard
bridegroom's cold feet in the opening scene of the film.
AI9C Baldwin plays Davis. MacDonald, Jakc'sbest
man and longtime buddy of the couple. Davis teUs
Jake that he will be happy being mardedO- but he will" never know it,
Hughes,whci also wrote and produccd the film, giv~this fi~t bitbf commentaryon
hfe (thIS shows up
"tlir'Oug"hourtM filln~ espt'!cially when

Davis is around) quite early in the writing ads and cards for a Chicago
movie.
advertising agency, 'where his boss
Jake tries to go to graduate school
gives him advice about expectations.
•
while Kristi stays home to "keep
No one ever gets out of advertising,
house," but this arrangement
fails, he says, as he counsels Jake against
and Jake finally takes a job at a trying to write anything beyond toilet
loading
dock writing requisition
bowl-cleaner
jingles.
The
forms. FLASH-the
screen goes to foreshadowing is unmistakably
preblack and white, to a scene, 15 years sent here, and the viewer is given a
previously, in which jake is 'on his hint of what is to come.
grandfather's knee. Grandfather asks
The film also" has its serious
Jake what happens to those poor im- moments and thCy are well done. The
, beciles who do not finish school, and humor
is crisp and fresh and
Jake replies," that they work on balances well with the serious scenes.
loading docks.
It often is difficult for a direetor to
This cinematic treat works well achieve this balance, and Hughes ex- .
with the rest of the film. Jake often
celsin the evenness' of this film.
has quirky daydreams
about the
The evocativesoundtrack
was put
strangeness ofhfs situation. At one together
by -Stewart Copeland,
point shortly after we watch Jake and former drummer
for The Police,
Kristi suffer through a block party,
which adds mood beyond simply
Jake has a horrible thought about
putting in some classical background
how ordered life is where he and
music. He uses contemporary
artists
<Krlstt live, This musical parody of and selections to bring more feeling
suburban Chicago life is laugh-outto a scene-comic
or serious-than
loud funny.
'
"expected,
and '. the surprise .' is
A strong
cast of secondary
refreshing. The soundtrack by itself
characters, inclUding Paul Gleason
'is worth the admission price, rivaling
(who played the power-tripping vice ,those of Purple Rain and Breakin'.
principal in The. Breakfast Club), , The show is commendable
and
helps the humor along. I do not demands attendance; see it soon and
think"the script would have been as stay for the out-t,akes ..
entertaining withoflt tliese stlp.ng per,
formances from minor players. .
GRADE: A
- - • Jake CliaMes 16lfs;latlditig l'I'jdlf ••• ~..•••• , ••• '~'" ._.~./
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Another round of Boise's partying nightclubs

Students have plenty of barhopping opportunities in the city
by Karen Kammann

The University News
This story is the second ill a twopart series on bars frequented by
BSU students.
.
For students who arc looking for
a break-sand
a drink-after
studies,
Boise offers a number of alternatives.
The Crazy Horse, locatedat
16th
and Main streets, offers 75-cent
drafts and 50-cent drafts of Rainier.
In addition to beer, the bar sells wine
and wine coolers.
.
Live bands play every weekend and
some week nights at the Crazy Horse.
Usually there is a cover charge on
.weekends, and the bands range from
1-84 to Primoridal
Soup to the
Methods of Dance.
The bar offers a pool-table and
electronic darts. Seating is offered at
the bar or at a number of small tables
between the bar and the dance floor.
OJ's, on 6th Street near Main,
features live music by local bands,
There usually is a cover charge on
weekends. The bar is divided into

three rooms. One is occupied by the'
stage, the small dance floor and a
number of tables; one by the bar, bar
seating, booths and video games; and
one, often unused, by tables. OJ's
sells beer, wine and hard liquor.
The Iriterlude is frequented by a
diverse
crowd
which
includes
businessmen and students, as well as
representatives
of other groups.
Food, cooked on the Interlude's grill,
is available.
.
The Interlude is located on 8th
Street between Idaho and Bannock.
The bar and accompanying
stools
stretch from the door over half-way
to the back of the bar, where tables,
both low ones with chairs and-high
ones with stools, are located.
Students with special dates or extra spending money might make their
way to the penthouse bar at Hennessy's, located in the IB&T Building.
The glassed-in bar offers a view of
Boise and the surrounding
mountains. Hennessy's sells beer, wine and
hard. liquor.

.

Boogie:

.

9

.

The Crazy Horse serves upplenty

of ~heap beer and rock and roll for the weekend crowd.
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The Newspaper Advisory Board

$5.00 PER HOUR

is accepting applications for

the 1988-89 Editorship of'

PART·TIME/FULL·TIME EMPLOYMENT
Evenings and/or Weekends
L..

• At least two semesters' experience in
newspaper publication or equivalent.

We are a telemarketing firm representing some of the
most prestigious national organizations and publica- tions such as the Smithsonian Institution and the National Audubon Society.
We are looking for intelligent, articulate individuals to
handle renewals of memberships and subscriptions
over the telephone.
.
We can offer you
. Flexible scheduling
Paid Training
Many of our employees average $6 to $7
after just eight weeks.

• GPA of 2.25 or higher,

CALL 343-0177 FOR MORE INFORMATION

Qualifications include:

Application

Deadline Feb. 29, 1988

Contact Dan Morris, adviser, 385-1906,-CM224

Take
the

THE OUTDOOR RENTAL CENTER
OPEN 3:00 p.m. to 7:00p.m. DAILY
Phone: 385·1946

plUnge

, Sign up for 'Army ROTC
~ Basic Camp. You'll get six
, weeks of challenges that can
build up your leadership skills
as well as your body. You'Il,
also get almosr$700..
\ \.
But hurry. This summer may
be your last chanceto graduate
from college with a degree and an
officer's commission.
l'\
. See your Professor ofMilitary'~,
Science for details. Call Boise
State University Army ROTC at
385:..3500

'this
summer..
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Broncos win
by Tom LLoyd

The University News
One road game to go and three
home games down the .stretch to
determine the Big Sky regular-season
champions. and 19wins to boot: The
BSU men's basketball team had a lot
to play for when it traveled to Ogden,
Utah, Feb. 18.
The road was good for the Broncos this year-that is; until they encountered an awakened sleeping giant
in the form of the Weber State
Wildcats.
The, Wildcats have been a
beleagured team all year. Larry
Farmer. their affable coach. has been
under fire the last two years to return
the Weber State program to the wins
which it was accustomed to in the,
past. Going into the contest. the
Wildcats were 5-17overall and 3-7 in
Big Sky play-not good marks for a
team picked high in preseason polls.
In their previous meeting this year,
the Broncos maintained a 30-point
lead most of the night. until Weber
State was able to whittle it down to
a 17-point loss against the "burger"
subs.
Maybe the Broncos dwelt on their
past success against the Wildcats;
Maybe they thought they were back
in their groove. Maybe they were just
road-weary. Whatever it was, the
Boise State team never really got it
going.
"We weren't very crisp tonight."
Boise State Coach Bobby Dye said
after the game. "I thought we looked a little tired."
Every time the Broncos don't put
a team away, it comes back to haunt
them. Such was the case against the
host Wildcats. Boise State held a
29-24 half-time lead but saw it dwindle away in the second half. However,
Weber State did not run off with the
game, since BSU had numerous
chances to capitalize on the Wildcats'
mistakes in the closing minutes as the
Weber State team missed several free
throws only to have the Broncos turn
the ball over.
'
But perhaps missed free throws
werethe Broncos' undoing earlier on.
"We couldn't make a free throw to
save our life," Dye said of BSU's 1-8.
night at the charity stripe-a
misnomer for Bronco fans that
evening.
When the Broncos left Utah to
come home, they were thankful the
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charge in the first half when the
Broncos were riat ...,"Iwas trying to
. work myself out of a slump.". he
said.
"
, '
"Brian King came in and took
some responsibility." Dye said. referring to the King's timely bUfkets in
the first half;"
,
The pair helped the Broncos catch
the eastern visitors and take a 31-20
halftime lead.
No lead is safe when playing Idaho
State.
,
"Our guys respect their group."
Dye said. "They force a lot of turnovers. but so do we." ,
. The last 20 minutes were vintage
rivalry basketball. The only problem
was that the Broncos had an It-point .
advantage.
"It's nice to be home," Dye said.
"This was a big, big victory for us
tonight,"
But what was more important was ,
that the Broncos looked like the
Broncos of old-they had that edge.
"We came out and played like we
wanted to-like Bronco ball." Foster
said.
If there was any tarnish on the
game for the fans, it was the ending.
With just over a minuteleft in the
game, ISU appeared to be mired at
41. points. Boise State fans were
screaming, their stomachs churning'
for the Wendy's burgers that were
looming with every tick off the
scoreboard clock. Enter ISU's Aaron
Grizzell. Two launched shots from
the outer reaches of the basketball
court and the Bengals were poised to
throw cold water on the BSU fans'
eating habits.
Nine seconds showed on the clock.
ISU's Michael Green stepped to the
free-throw line. If someone had
stumbled into the Pavilion by
mistake, he might have mistaken the
noise for the NCAA final game. It
was cold water this time, as BSU
finished on top, 63-50. Frosties still
were in effect.
Mark Jones 1University News
The Broncos got good news in the
BSU's Wilson Foster goes for two over the head of a defending ISU Bengal. The Broncos won the game.
middle of the second half. Idaho was
road had done justice to their co- Broncos were3-1 against the Bengals, that is. no one but the Bengal fans.
upended by the Northern Arizona
leaders. Reno kept the race tied by the lone loss a bitter one in the Big
With two home
Idaho State quickly gave-notice it Lumberjacks, 72-61'.>
dumping the Idaho Vandals 59-52. Sky post-season tournament. This
was tired of the short end of the stick games remaining, the Broncos literalBoise State was starting to see orange year. the two teams already have col- by jumping to a 12-4 lead before the ly control their own destiny for the
and black.
Big Sky championship. On Feb. 25,
lided twice-both times being termed Broncos started getting on track.
There's nothing like having an in- wars-with- the Broncos walking
the Eastern Washington Eagles will
"Even when they'd force the turnstate rival pay a visit to help get the away with two victoires. No one over, we'd come back. down on the visit the Pavilion. followed by the
concentration focused. The Broncos figured it would be anything less than defensive end and dig in," BSU for- .Nevada-Reno Wolf P.ack Feb. 27.
have, known the ISU Bengals well another war Feb. 20 in the Pavilion.
Both games are at 7:30 p.rn.
ward Wilson Foster said.
over the last two years. Last year. the
• And no one was' disappointedFoster was instrumental in taking

La~y Broncos winners again
by David Dunn
The University News
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BSU's Lady Bronco basketball
team boosted its conference standing
to 8,4 and assured a winning season
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Buy a Big Hombre Double Burger
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See Ladies, page 11
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries'
Earn $600 tweek in cannery,
$8,000-$12,000 tor two
months on fishing vessel.
Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male
or female. For 52·page
employment booklet, send
$6.95 to M&L Research, Box
84008, Seattle, WA'
98124~30 day,
unconditional, .100% moneyback guarantee.
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second conference game of the year.
This game was a different' story,
though, as BSU shot an impressive
52 percent from the field,en route to
an 80-69 victory.
The first 10 minutes of the game
stayed relatively close, but, with the
help of Ann Jensvold's 21 first-half
points. BSU went on a 12~1run at the

Fast Food

Located on the corner of
Protest & Boise Ave.
Behind Maverik Country Store
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by beating three Mountain West conference teams last week.
On Feb.. 15. the Lady Broncos
opened the week in the Pavilion
against Eastern Washington University, a team they had Iost to in their
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Fall 1988 Advisement
March 1

Begins

Call 385-3859
or
Drop inB203 for an appointment
•
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fSSAYS & REPORTS
16,278to choose from-III subjects'
Order Catalog TOday with

...

VisalMC

or COD

8qnq;,~~J;9]2622

Or. rush $2.00 10: Essays & Reportll
11322 Idaho Ave. I206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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byTorn Lloyd
The University News
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"Records.
arc made 10 be
broken," is an often-used phrase
in the sports world, put the Boise
State women's gymnastics team
lives it. In fact, one week can be
a longtime fora record to stand
with this team.
Just one week ago, Lisa Treciak
set a BSU all-around record of
37.10, but on Feb. 20, sidelined
due to a stress fracture, she watched CherianneCalkins
eclipse
her record with an all-around
score of 37.20.
As a team, the Broncos also set.
a school record as they beat the
University of California at Santa
Barbara 182.80-175.30 in a dual
match-in the Old·Gym.
Another
record
to tumblealso a week old-was
the learn
score Oil the vault. The ol((niark
of45.70 IV~S replaced by 45.75.
.' TIt<: ·Ji.~!:lry improves the gymnasts' record to 14-1.
Tl.c team hits the road for its
next match ag; .. ml80udl('rn Utah
State Feb .. 26.

Mark Jones I ~nlverslty

News

DSU's Karey MacMillan shows her balance and grace on the balance beam.

ladies----:-------------_
Cont. from page 10
nine-minute mark and went into the
locker room with a 48-33 lead.
Jensvold ended the game with 25, but
Jan Ecklund picked up where she left
off, scoring 16 points in the second
half, while Wendy Sullivan turned in
a solid performance, with 10 points
and 13 rebounds.
With that important victory tucked under their belts, the Lady Broncos traveled to Ogden. Utah. Feb. 18,
hoping to steal one on the road from
Weber State. The result was BSU's second straight win. as the Broncos led
all the. way and downed the Wildcats
66-52. Led by Jocelyn Pfeifer's 16

·Buckle Up,

and Jensvold's 15 points, the Broncos improved their conference record
to 7-4 going into Feb. 20's match-up
with ISU in the Pavilion.
BSU returned home to give an excellent all-around
team effort in
blowing out the Lady Bengals 81-49.
The Lady Broncos saw a 17-point
half-time lead slip to 12 with about
12 minutes left in the game, but.led
by Missy Dallas' 10 points in the next
six minutes, BSU exploded to a
29-point lead, enabling the team to
coast for the rest of the game.
BSU had five players in double
figures, with Dallas, )ensvold
and
Becky Sievers all netting 12, while
Pfeifer had 10, and Ecklund led the

Make It Your Law

for Life.

Idaho!

$295

team with 16. The Lady Broncos also
received great support
from the
bench throughout,
as they scored
more than half of the 81 points.
leading BSU to victory and an overall
record of 16-1.
~
This week,'theLadyBroncos
will
face the top two teams in the conference. They will play the 14thranked University of Montana Feb.
27 and Montana State University
Feb. 29, both on the road. BSU will
then play its last two regular-season.
conference games against NevadaReno March 4 and Northern Arizona
March 7 in the Pavilion.
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SINGLE SUNDAE I
I
tax I
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(reg. $1.90)
I
Witt! this ad until 2-29·88 II
I
I
Boise's best homemade I
I ice cream.' Also serving II
I -Honey Hill frozen yogurt. I
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.Baseball
club to meet

The BSU Baseball Clu'b will
meet Feb. 25 at 3:30 p.m, in room
220 of the Old Gym. A practice
location, the schedule and fees
will be discussed.
Anyone interested in playing should attend.

~M~r:JiI

VIDEO·BASED CO.LLEGE CREDIT
CLASSES TO VIEW AT YOUR
CONVENIENCE
, In the Curriculum Resource Center
(2nd Floor BSU Library)

a GRILL

TIle American Adventure

--------------1

PER CUSTOMER

team sports player, but the day came
when it was hard to find two teams
I believe in the concept ofthe
to play something. Handball
workstudent-athlete. This is not an indicted for awhile, but it was the same
ment.of those who do not compete
story of making
arrangements,
for. an NCAAcsanctioned
team.
cancellations. basically being at the
Rather, it is an endorsement
of all.
mercy of another.
I contend
that the Greeks had
Istumbled upon the most hated of
something
in their belief in the
activities when I was younger quite
development.of both mind and body.
by accident. I wanted to kill the dean
When I hear the term studentof a school Iwas attending. To save
athlete, I usually associate it with an
this person from being sacrificed to
NCAA type-i.e. football, basketball
the great academic gods in the sky
track, gymnastics, etc., who, in adand me from whiling away the betdition to competing athletically for
ter part of my early post-pubescent
his school, maintains a certain gradeproductive years rubbing elbows with
point average.
unsociable types I was not accustom.That's fine and -dandy,
ed to, I took up jogging.
I immediately associate the title
But going round and round an
that way because I'm a product of my
oval track in old basketball shoes in
job, sports editor. But what about
those early days did not come easy
when the jock hangs it up or the per- . for me. However. I somehow endured
son just isn't athletically
blessed?
it long enough to grind all of my
Take heart! All but those. who are. malice into the track's surface, The
comatose can do something.
dean lived and I roamed free.
Spring usually does this to me. I
The idea is kind of akin to "your
know the weather is fooling with me,
drug of choice." I have friends who
but if I and enough others can create
are compulsive joggers. I prefer the
enough energy, who knows, maybe
more recreational approach in jogwe can keep the spring-type weather
ging and gardening.
here. That is, here in the valley. May
Those are my favorites. They help
all my ski friends have snow in the
me escape-e-differentthan
a movie,
mountains.
ancient Mesopotamian
literature or
It just seems to me that these sunsimply recharging my batteries.
ny, mildly cool days excite the soul
The designated activity chosen is
to go and do something. Therein lies
personal and should be suited to the
the catch.
Students,
professors,
individual. But whatever the activiworkers of the mind, all-ye need a
ty, do it. Find the balance. For me,
break;
it makes other
activities
more
.It took me a long time to find my
desirable.
complement for mind exercises. Jog-

1I!3451l88B

2210 MAIN :142·9729

I ONE COUPON

11

ging is my energy source. I was an old

Fur turtner information, contact:

THE IDAHO SAFETY RESTRAINT COAlITIDN
P.O. BOX 2044. BOISE, ID 8370Z

5+. . Sllj.i1te Hilrhe.'r Styling Collpgp

$1.00 +
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Find your own
favorite sport

.by Tom LLoyd

.~

February

SPORTSCENE

Gymnasts
keep 01'1
breaking
records

HAIRCUTS ...

Monday,

:

1555 Broadway
344-3691
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THE AMERICANADVENTURt,
2 CREDITS
.

HY.297

Trade deficit, unemployment,
deregUlation and changing
interest rates are highlighted
. in this coursp-.

HAPPY HOUR

This course brings our
country's early history to
life, (rom the discovery of
the New World through.
the Civil War.

..

• r.

ECOIIOf,IJCS USA, EC-297

~

ClI£Orrs

M·Th 4:30'6,:30 p.m., 10-}2 p.m., F 4:30·6:30 only.

Well drinks-.99,

Dratts-.99,

House wlne-.99
This investigation of the
brain includes 'topics of
e/Dotion;learning,
stress,
addlction;aging, language,
memoryand drugs.

DAILY SPECIALS
Saturday-11 a.m. jo3:30 p.m.
Buy 1 Burger, get the next for.$1.00.
Sunday-12·5 p.rn, Buy 1 prime rib,
get the next one for only V2' price.
Tuesday-Ladies Night-4:30 to midnight.
Happy hour for ladies all night long.

REGISTRATIONRM217 BSU LIBRARY
.
OR CALL 385-1709
COST: Full-time students may add ~t no ~dditionalCharge
Part-time
BSUContinulng

Well Drinks - $.99 Drafts$:99

Housewme $.99

students

-"-$58.75

per credit

Education .•. AServlce

to Idaho

.....1·
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Classifieds
Help Wanted
COULD. YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely, suburban neishborhoods;: enjoy excellent
salaries, benefits, your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip
transportation
is
provided.
One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
Inc. (CCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
Twin Falls, ID 83301. (208) 733-7790.
EXCITING BOSIDN: Sports, Night
Life, ExcitementlFnjoy
the Boston
area for one year as a live-in childcarc
Nanny. Excellent
salaries,
many

The University News

benefits.
Over
100 succesful
placements! Find out if you qualifY.
Call (617) 794-2035 or write One on
One, 10 Berkeley Lane, Andover, Ma.
01910

NEED A JOB? Applications are now
being.taken for the following positions in Student Programs Board. All
positions are one-year positions.
If
you arc creative, energetic, and commilled to entertainment
on campus
we need you! Job openings include:
Concerts Chairperson,
Lectures
Chairperson,
Films Chairperson,
Assistant Films Chairperson,
Fine
Arts
Chairperson.
Application
deadline 2-26. Applications
and rob
descriptions
may be obtained
at
ASBSU, 385-1440.

B~OOM COUNTY

.....-----....,
lX./lII/HIlf3 flf!$
Tf/(.KIN& 1/8CXIT IT
11115MORNING ...

\
>"

ALASKA
NEEDS
SUMMER
EMPLOYEES.
Insider
detailed
report oncannery/tourist
seeking
employees.
Send $5.00 Destine
Alaska,
Box 231894, . Anchorage,
Alaska 99523

Personals

Miscellaneous
EUROPE,
$29.50 A DAY: Visit· 7
countries
by bus, camp at night.
Contact
your travel
agent
or
TRADEWIND
TRAVELLERS'
CWB; (212) 832-9072.

sruoaxrs,

FACULTY, STAFF'interested in forming an Episcopal
Church Canterbury Club, please contact Herb Runner 343-4183 or Krista
Geddes385-3630.

by Berke. Breathed
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LOVING, PROFESSioNAL
couple
wishes to adopt baby and provide
with best of everything. Please call
Barbara
collect:
(208) 765-3187
(days);
(208) 772-7638
(eves.),

5NIT.

"

OR liN
M.M-M.P. C.
&.PPf3.t.
'. SNIT.

HOWWilT
JUST
"SNIT·'.'
\

I

T.J., TIM; and ROBERT-,-Nice

ACROSS
1 Athletic group
5 Opening
8lncl/ned
roadway
12 Aleutian Island
13 Inlet
14 Silkworm
15 A science: abbr.
16 Skill
17 Pulverized rock
18 Endured
20 Ridicules
22 Before
23 Shade tree
24 Crowns
27 CIO_littlng
Jackel
31 Part of circle
32 Native melal
33 Sharp reply

work

37 Quiet
40 Sign of zodiac
41 Fuss
42CI/mbinG
device
45 Browns. as
bread
49 century plant
50 lift with lever
52 Fate
53 Lerge tubs
54 Possessive
pronoun
55 Great Lake
56 DIIIS&9d
57 L~al matters .
58 Small vallay
DOWN
1 South African
Dutch
2 Sicilian volcano
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on last week's spelling.
it again?

Can you do

CAN'T LET LOVE through your intimacy barrier? Shy away from relationships?
Can't
concentrate
on
everyday tasks? Let Southern Idaho
Electroshock
be the spark in your
life.

·THE
WI:EKLY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
7 Talk glibly
8 Abridgment
9 Island oil
Ireland
10 After-dinner
candy
11 Cushions
19 Period 01 time
...,..+--I--I-~ 21 Baverage .
24 Sailor: colloq .
...... -10-1--1
25 Anger
26 Perform
26 Enemy
29 Sea.ellgle
30 Soak. as flax
34 Most anclent
35 Female rull
36 Deep sleep
"--+--+-..... 37 Wood nymphs
38 Artillclal
language
39 Burdened
42 VolcanIc
emanation
43 Wollhound
44 Lavish fondness
....... -10-1--1
on
46 North America ..
rail
47 Labor
-1 48 Pintail duck
51 Regre:
3 Mounl Apo
people: pI.
4 Grumble
5 Classifies
6 Ventilate

'""+--+- ....

PAC
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G E N T
IllII1111 01
CO N E
INS
T I
A
EO N 5
5 N A P
T E
o P I N
CIO
TEN

LOST AND FOUN~D~~~~

O\J1IR
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GOO!
I

e
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AR£ TH[
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AND TH[~/
DAYS OF
OUR LtV£5.
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AT T
5 E A
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E
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U A
U A N
T E 5

Answers to last week's
puzzle

E S T
AIO
5 T Y

-::.~~

~~.:--

':OH 1HANK .::>":;~\,

I

WH OLE
E I o E A
L E
N A 5
LIII TA 5 T
III A H E E
US EO
E
P PA A E L
5 T A A
5
EM
A
NO A
BIT
E 5
LA T
E 5 TEA
R A lOS

Money
In Your
. Pocket

Phone

345·8204
Mon.-Fri. 9AM. to 5 P.M.

With Classifieds

,"

1603112University Drive
(Across from the SUB)

~".~.

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

-·~i.'--

t.

Even Nanook's best friends WOUldn't
tell him his breath looked bad.

12.

I
Alter. Marcie leapt. Herb
realized It was [ust.lnlatuatlon.

